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COMPUTER-CONTROLLED DATA COMPRESSION AT 100 KC

EMIL SCHOEN
Market Manager

Telemetry Applications
Scientific Data Systems

Summary    This paper describes a real-time computer-controlled telemetry system that
can accommodate a 100 kc sample rate. The system’s operating structure allows high-
speed, asynchronous PCM data to be simultaneously decommutated, compressed,
displayed, and merged. Data generated during test firings of the U. S. Navy’s Poseidon
missile will be reduced and processed by this system. Emphasis of the paper is on a
description of the telemetry system’s hardware and software.

Introduction    Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, located in Sunnyvale,
California, will use an SDS computer-controlled telemetry system to process and analyze
data transmitted from Poseidon missiles under test. The missiles will be test fired at the
U.S. Navy’s missile range in Florida. Three antennas will track the missiles as they cross
over the range. Data transmitted from the missiles will be recorded. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the three antennas will have at least two overlapping acquisition ranges.

Each test firing will produce at least one analog-tape acquisition from each receiving
ground station. To obtain the best data from each test firing, the overlapping acquisitions
will be merged, on a frame by frame basis, into one “best composite” link. Acquisitions
will be fully decommutated, compressed, displayed, and stored or merged, while running
at a 100 kc input word rate or at a 1.2 mc input bit rate.

Typical processing tasks that will be delegated to the system include:

S Compiling PCM format programs for use in performing the systems
decommutation function.

S Decommutating seven links of PCM data from each of the three overlapping
acquisitions and displaying selected measurements during decommutation.

S Selecting the best data from the three acquisitions and merging these data into
seven files, each representing a “best composite” link. The seven merged links will
comprise approximately 140 million data points.

S Maintaining the seven merged links in mass storage for rapid data retrieval.
S Compressing selected measurements where desirable



S Sorting data into separate files by measurement number while maintaining time
correlation.

S Converting selected measurements to engineering units.
S Reconstructing time-correlated analog waveforms from the measurement strings.

New data-compression procedures had to be developed for this system because of the
high-speed, high-volume data requirements of the Poseidon test program. Previously
implemented data-compression procedures that use software algorithms would be
impracticable in this system because they limit system throughput to approximately a
30 kc sample rate. Realtime merge capabilities also had to be developed for this system,
to shorten the time between tape playback and the preparation of the “best composite”
link. Merge operations are common in the telemetry industry; but the requirement to
merge in real-time, at a 100 kc sample rate, is unique. A decision has to be made at every
frame interval as to which acquisition contains the best data. An absolute determination
of data quality at a 100 kc sample rate requires substantially more information about the
quality of the data in each frame than has been previously available. Frame-sync status
information alone is not sufficient. It is necessary to evaluate (1) if any bursts of noise
occurred during the frame, (2) if bit slippage might have occurred, (3) if any
subcommutators were out of sync during the frame, and (4) the actual number of frame-
sync errors that were encountered at frame-sync time.

System Description    The Flight Data Processing System will be composed of two
asynchronous PCM telemetry subsystem, a central processing unit (CPU), a central
console, and peripheral devices.

Both PCM telemetry subsystems will be capable of operating simultaneously. In the
normal mode of operation, one PCM telemetry subsystem will input data fo’r merging
and the other subsystem will be used to edit tapes.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the system’s CPU is an SDS Sigma 7 computer with a memory
capacity of 49,152 32-bit words. Memory cycle time is 850 nanoseconds. The memory is
in three banks of approximately 16, 000 words each. This separation allows interleaving
and overlapping of memory cycles for higher data throughput and processing. Each
memory bank has a six-way access that provides a unique access port to memory for up
to six processors, and provides for the use of 1.17 million memory cycles per second in
each bank.

Five of the six external access ports will be used in the Flight Data Processing System.
The sixth port will be reserved for future expansion. One of the access ports will be
connected to the CPU, two ports will be connected to the multiplexing input/olitput
processors (MIOPs), one port will be connected to a selector input/output processor
(SIOP), and one port will be connected to the telemetry subsystem.



The MIOP will provide simultaneous, automatic I/O control and data transmission.,
without CPU intervention, for up to 32 separate I/O devices.

The SIOP will be used for very high-speed data transfers (1 F sec per 32-bit word) and
will handle both byte-oriented and word-oriented devices.

All I/O operations will proceed independently of the CPU and require initiation only.

The CPU is a 32-bit, binary, word-parallel arithmetic unit containing an instruction set
for byte, halfword, doubleword, double-precision, and floating-point operations.

Multiple register blocks, consisting of 16 general purpose registers, will be provided.
Any register will be available for use as an arithmetic or high-speed scratch-pad register;
seven registers will be available for use as index registers; four for decimal arithmetic
accumulators. The multiple register blocks will allow high-speed response to external
stimuli. Overhead time and space associated with saving, loading, and restoring CPU
registers will be eliminated. Each program will have a register block dedicated for its
sole use. The CPU will use an automatic displacement technique when indexing. This
will allow a single index register to be used for operations involving bytes, halfwords,
words, and doublewords.

The CPU will also have a priority interrupt structure that win give each of 237 possible
interrupts a unique location in memory, a unique priority, and a capability of being
armed and/or enabled by the CPU. For program debugging, an external interrupt
triggering capability will be built into the CPU.  This feature will allow the CPU to
automatically trigger external interrupts.

Computer peripherals will include the following:

S Card reader - 800 cards per minute
S Card punch - 300 cards per minute
S Line printer - 1000 lines per minute
S KSR keyboard/printer
S Three 9-track magnetic tape transports - 120 K bytes/sec.
S Two 7-track magnetic tape transports - 60 K characters/sec.
S Rapid Access Data (RAD) Storage Unit - 188 megabytes of storage; 345 K

bytes/sec transfer rate; 17 millisecond average access time, which can be further
reduced to 6 milliseconds by programming for immediate access data transfers.

The RAD storage device is the heart of the system. Real-time merge operations could not
be accomplished without the use of its programmable low-access time and high capacity.



The system will also have a free-standing operator’s control and display console that will
allow hexadecimal entry and display. Total system status will be instantly and totally
presented for easy monitoring of system performance. In addition, the console will
display instruction execution rates to give a continuous overview of problem execution
speed and “dead time” in programs.

Telemetry Subsystem    As illustrated in Figure No. 3, the telemetry subsystem will
consist of the following modular elements: bit synchronizer, telemetry data channel,
input formatter, cyclic interlace unit, PCM simulator unit., telemetry control unit, manual
control and display unit, and a DAC subsystem.

The bit synchronizer can accept PCM data from a receiver, a tape reproducer, a hard-
wired link, or from the system’s simulator unit. In actual operation, these signals are
often highly degraded by perturbations such as noise, jitter, signal fading, wow, flutter,
etc. The bit synchronizer will receive the degraded signals, adapt itself to the various
signal perturbations, and reconstruct the signals to -generate a clean binary bit stream
and synchronous clock signals. These signals will then be routed to the telemetry data
channel.

One of the more unique features of the bit synchronizer will be its ability to flag a bit
decision that is uncertain. Whenever the bit synchronizer has to make a binary decision
in the serial data train, where the height of the pulse is within an operator-set voltage
aperture, the synchronizer will output a pulse on a separate status line. The uncertainty
pulses coming out of the status line will then be accumulated over a main-frame time
interval and used as a supplement to the frame-sync pattern recognition logic, to give a
better indication of main-frame data quality. Loop bandwidth will be controlled by the
synchronization status of the total subsystem, rather than the signal-to-noise
characteristics of the incoming data stream. By using a search-verify-lock status to make
filter changes, the bandwidth will be related to the quality of the data that the frame-sync
pattern recognizer has received.

All controls of the bit synchronizer will be directly addressable by the computer through
the telemetry control unit. This means that the signal source, PCM code type, bit rate,
loop bandwidth, tracking range and signal polarity will be capable of being changed,
under control of the computer program, at any time during a run. This will allow the
computer to detect changes in input signal characteristics and make on-line, realtime
changes to the initial set-up parameters. Data quality can therefore be optimized.

The telemetry data channel will receive serial data and clocking signals from the bit
synchronizer or from the PCM simulator directly, and will perform the following
functions: (1) buffer input data, (2) recognize frame and subframe code patterns, (3)
perform digital recognition of patterns up to 36 bits in length which contain up to 9



random errors (4) tag input data words with identification codes, (5) permit handling of
variable length (1-18 bits) words within a format (longer word lengths handled as
syllables), (6) py9vide automatic bit-slippage correction of up to 3 bits in the input data,
(7) provide for word reversal (LSB/MSB) on each word of data, (8) allow bit
synchronizer performance monitoring using the uncertainty bit count per frame, and (9)
provide data input directly from parallel PCM digital tapes.

Frame-sync detection will be Performed by an addressable pattern recognizer that uses
digital correlation logic. Use of digital logic in the correlator will allow the system to
obtain the exact number of frame sync errors at every bit time, and will allow a more
accurate determination of data quality at frame-sync time.

The data channel will operate with the input formatter to perform data compression and
decommutation. The input formatter will perform one of four functions as determined by
its control logic:

Inhibit - no data provided to memory
Force - data with identification entered into memory
Compress - data and identification entered into memory only if the present

data value fails its compression algorithm
Exclusive OR - compares each new data bit to the previously attained bit. Only

data that has changed is entered in memory.

The input formatter will perform synchronization, decommutation, and data compression
by executing format command instructions under control of the PCM acquisition
program stored in memory. Instruction execution will be independent, asynchronous, and
simultaneous with the computer CPU instruction execution. The input formatter will be,
in effect, a special purpose CPU. It will contain a program counter, an arithmetic unit, an
address modification capability, an instruction holding register, and a register to specify
the location of the next instruction. The following indicates some of the more important
instructions that will be implemented in the input formatter.

64-Bit Command Word Format



Operation Code
Halt - Used to stop the accessing of new command words.
Fetch - Performs a read direct function. Used to fetch the contents of one

of several registers and to insert the contents of the register into
the data stream. Time and data-quality status are examples of
information fetched and placed into the data stream.

Flag - Used to insert the contents of the least significant 32 bits of the
command word into the data stream. This instruction can also be
used to place header identification into the data stream.

Force - Causes a PCM sample to be unconditionally input to memory
along with an identification tag.

Inhibit - Unconditionally inhibits the PCM sample from entering memory.
Compress - Used to perform the comparison

[D-P] < T
where D = input sample

 P = previous data sample accepted of same channel
T = tolerance

With this floating-aperture technique, if the sample fails
compression, the sample is input to memory and is used to update
the P field in the command word. If the sample passes
compression, it is not input to memory and the P field remains the
same.

Limit - Used to perform the following operation
L1 SD <L2

Where D = input data value
L1 = lower limit value
L2  = upper limit value

If the value is within the limits it will not be input to memory; if it
is outside the limits, it will be input to memory.

Exclusive OR -  Performs an exclusive OR operation of the type

Where Pn = bit of previous data word
Dn = corresponding bit of present word
Rn = resulting word from operation

If a change has been detected between the previous value and the
new value, the changed bit, is flagged and input as a binary one.
The previous data value is updated with the new data value.

Slope -  Performs comparisons identical to those of the Compress
operation; however, the first sample to fail compression is not
input to memory and the P value is unchanged. If the next sample



of the same word fails the comparison, then the new data is input
to memory and also replaces the P value in the command word.
Slope, therefore, performs a floating-aperture compression with
“wild” point suppression for noise rejection.

The cyclic interlace unit will couple address-control hardware and external data to the
direct memory access port. It will automatically control the input of data words into
memory by maintaining the input memory address and word count during operation.
Initial addresses for data tables and the number of words per table will be determined by
the computer program via the telemetry control unit.

The PCM simulator will allow closed-loop checkout of the telemetry equipment. Output
data from the simulator will be generated by the computer program and, therefore, will
not restrict the PCM format. The simulator will be operated from a computer I/O channel
to simulate dynamic data at high data rates. The simulator will be used in conjunction
with a closed-loop diagnostic test programming module to provide a diagnostic tool for
the total system. It will also be used to provide system readiness verification prior to an
actual run.

The telemetry control unit will provide an interface between the CPU and the other
telemetry units. All set-up and status input/output operations and all control actions
(except decommutation) will be performed through this unit.

The manual control and display unit will allow the operator to set up two Telemetry
systems independently of the computer. The display unit will give the current status of
all computer-addressable registers as well as status indication of frame sync, search,
verify, and lock modes.

The DAC subsystem will accept data from PCM data channel No. 1, data channel No. 2,
or the CPU via the MIOP. Under program control, the input formatter will supply a DAC
address to control the routing of the appropriate data word to the specified DAC. When
operating under control of the CPU, a specified measurement string can then be
converted to engineering units and routed in a time-correlated fashion to the selected
DAC.

Telemetry Software Subsystem    The Flight Data Processing System will be provided
with standard Sigma 7 software: Basic Control Monitor, Batch Processing Monitor,
Symbol, Meta-Symbol, Fortran IV-H, and Debug Fortran IV.

The Basic Control Monitor enables real-time foreground processing concurrent with
low-priority background production processing.



The Batch Processing Monitor allows sequential job-stack processing, checkpoint
service, an overlay facility, and foreground/backgr6und processing with concurrent
peripheral processing (symbionts).

Symbol permits programs to be written in machine language.

Meta-Symbol, an advanced assembler, includes a macro capability.

Debug Fortran IV, a comprehensive algebraic programming language, is highly problem
oriented. The compiler provides the user with the capability to call for run-time
diagnostic output to aid in program logic checkout. These diagnostics include snapshot
dumps and an ability to trace program execution. It also provides optimized code for fast
object program execution.

The flight data system will also be provided with a telemetry software system consisting
of eleven operating system modules. These modules will operate with the standard
Sigma software to provide a flexible system that can process virtually any PCM format
and provide decommutated data for analysis or real-time display. In addition to normal
operations such as equipment calibration, pre-run station diagnostic test acquisition,
synchronization, time correlation, and data storage, the operating system will also
provide operations such as format simulation, input compilation, data decommutation,
data reconstruction for real-time output, data retrieval for Fortran programmed analysis,
and real-time file management.

The telemetry operating system will be comprised of the following system modules:
PCM Telemetry Compiler, PCM Acquisition Control, PCM Data Sort, PCM Data
Retrieval, PCM Closed-Loop Diagnostic Test, PCM Format Simulator, Time-Correlated
Analog Reconstruction, Real-Time RAD Management, DAC Calibrate, PCM RAD-to-
Tape/Tape-to-RAD, and PCM Real-Time Merge Processor.

Each module will be discussed in terms of a typical operating mode, as shown in
Figure 4.

Advance Preparation

PCM Telemetry Compiler    The first step in processing telemetry data is to define the
telemetry format to the system. Virtually any PCM format can be defined to this compiler
in terms of data identification, the main commutator, subcommutators, synchronization
for each commutator, measurements, pin assignments, sample size, real-time display
assignment, and compression type. From this input, the PCM telemetry compiler will
generate load modules for storage on the mass storage disc. In many test programs, the 



data formats are constant and, therefore, the load module may not change from test to
test.

Equipment Verification

PCM Closed-Loop Diagnostic Test    The PCM test program will use the PCM simulator
to generate telemetry data with worst-case PCM format and rates. These data will be
routed through the system to verify the systems operation immediately prior to a run.
Any hardware anomalies detected at that time can then be corrected by maintenance
personnel. Error communication will be on-line, via the system’s typewriter.

DAC Calibration    The DAC calibration program will calibrate the digital-to-analog
converters and any associated real-time display devices. The program will generate
constant values (0, 25, 50,75, and 100 percent full scale) to provide references for
calibration.

Real-Time Operations

PCM Acquisition Control    The PCM acquisition control program initiates data
acquisition from the telemetry source. During the acquisition the following functions are
performed:

1) Control of the telemetry equipment.
2) Maintain independent synchronization for main frame sync patterns of the bit

stream.
3) Determine the quality of the data based on search, verify or lock status; bit

slippage; uncertainty count; frame sync error count.
4) Route the data to a mass storage device via one of the three processors.
5) Determine rate overflow and take appropriate action.
6) Route data from a second acquisition source to a real-time display device.
7) Performs adaptive modifications of the bit synchronizer parameters and a loop

bandwidth and center frequency for optimum data quality.

The operator can select one of the following three processors:

1) Thru-Put Processor - The normal mode for PCM acquisition, routing the data to a
mass storage device such as magnetic tape or disc.

2) PCM Real-Time Merge Processor - The merge processor will operate, in
conjunction with the acquisition program, on acquired data while the data is in
memory. The current frame of data is compared as to synchronization and data
quality with previously acquired data from the same link for the same
corresponding time interval. The best composite data link is then written on the



RAD. This real-time operation eliminates the processing of poor quality or
redundant data by the user analysis programs.

3) PCM Format Simulator - The format simulator will provide the capability to create
a PCM format with dummy values. The created format will then be input to the
system via the PCM simulator. The user can then process the simulated format and
check out analysis programs without using a data source. The simulator is a
powerful tool for program creation., offering maximum security and minimum
interference to the operating system. This tool will allow complete end-toend test
and calibration capability.

Real-Time Disc Management    The demands of a high capacity system obviate the
standard approaches to disc file management. The real-time disc management package
was created to support real-time demands while still providing the neces&ary services of
a standard file maintenance package.

Off-Line Operations

PCM Disc-to-Tape/Tape-to-Disc    Acquired data may be written onto magnetic tape
from the disc with this module. This is a desirable feature if higher priority data has to be
processed or the disc capacity is exceeded. The data can be returned from magnetic tape
to the disc when processing time is available. Thus, time lost to restart is minimized.

PCM Data Sort Program    The composite data on the disc is sorted into time-ordered
measurement strings by the sort program. The information required to sort the data is
generated by the telemetry compiler in the form of a load module. Thus, input is
minimal. The sort program sort rate is 1, 000, 000 data points per minute.

Time-Correlated Analog Reconstruction    The analog reconstruction module will
provide the capability to reconstruct analog signals from a digital data base. These
signals can then be played back at a user selected time rate. Thus, composite data which
has no analog counterpart can be reconstructed and displayed as an analog signal. Any
pre-recorded digital data base can be reconstructed regardless of the source.

User Applications

PCM Data Retrieval    The PCM data retrieval module will provide the interface between
a user and the sophisticated operating system. The user will be able to call for data by
measurement name and time position. Data will be retrieved on a point-by-point or time-
slice basis. The user will write his call commands and analysis programs in any of the
standard languages including Fortran, Symbol and Meta-Symbol.



The total operating system concept provides the user with a complete, flexible phase 1
processing system. User software production can be limited to simple languages such as
Fortranand phase 1 maintenance downtime can be greatly reduced. Real-time processor
modules other than the PCM Merge can be added to the system at any time.

System Analysis    The system bandwidth can be analyzed by evaluating the following
expression. The’expression gives the total number of memory cycles available to the
CPU or special-purpose software processor after floating-aperture data compression has
been done on a PCM subsystem bit stream. Floating-aperture data compression is
selected in that it creates the biggest demand for memory cycles.

P Represents the number of memory cycles used to perform floating-aperture
compression if the data has failed compression and is input to memory

P = 4

C Represents the number of memory cycles used to perform floating-aperture
compression if the data has passed compression and is not to be input to memory

C = 2

r Re resents a compression ratio

I Represents the total memory cycles necessary for the system housekeeping to
handle the synchronization acquisition function and is dependent on the number of
subframes in the format

I = 200 per main frame for six subcommutators and a main frame
commutator

W Represents the transmitted sample rate in kc

F Represents the total number of commutator positions in a main frame

M Represents total memory cycles per second in the system assuming two (850
nanosec) interleaved, overlapped memory modules

A Represents the total memory cycles available for the CPU, merge processor or any
other processor that would be desirable



Conclusion    Less than 18% of the memory cycles have been used to compress the data
from 100 kc to 10 kc and input the data to the computer for further processing.

Conclusion    Less than 18 percent of the system’s memory cycles will be used to
compress data from 100 kc to 1 ke and input the data to the computer for further
processing. The compression ratio does not significantly effect the total amount of
available memory cycles. If the assumption is made that worst case data compression has
taken place, where all data values have s nificantly changed each scan and the
compression ratio (r) is therefore (W one, the worst case memory cycle loading would be
200 kc + 400 kc. This would be approximately 25 per centof the system’s memory
cycles.

If the second PCM subsystem is operated concurrently for quick look display, no
compression would normally be done. Also, data would not be input to the computer.
Instead, selected data would be routed to the DACs. If the bit stream were also running at
a 100 kc word rate, the synchronization load would be 200 K memory cycles but the
decommutation load would only be two cycles per channel, or 200 K memory cycles. In



this worst case condition, the two asynchronous links would use 600 K + 400 K memory
cycles per second, or a total of 42 percent of the machine’s cycles.

It is significant to note that the system, because of its multi-memory modules and
asynchronous I/O structure., operates at approximately 50 percent capacity. This allows
for future requirements. It should be noted that more capacity becomes available as each
asynchronous memory module is added to the system.

This analysis was made on the basis of two independent 16 K memory modules.
However, the Flight Data System has been expanded to three and can be expanded to
eight memory modules. The only CPU processing time used to handle the total
throughput problem is the overhead for the two asynchronous acquisition programs. It
should be noted that the worst case condition assumed that data compression used a total
of 1000 K memory cycles per second. This leaves approximately 1350K memory cycles
per second to be used by the CPU. Since the CPU is a 850 nanosecond unit, it can be
seen that more cycles are available than needed to adequately handle all CPU requests.

Participants    John Inman., Paul Parker, Joe Glasier, Peter Anderson, Lester Howard.

Figure 1 - Acquisition Overlap



Figure 2 - System Block Diagram



Figure 3 - Telemetry Subsystem



Figure 4 - Typical Processing Sequence




